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No regrets so far, done over 100 hours, I have coped with oil and filter changes etc but will get the local garage man (ex MF
dealer) to do the first serious servicing.. Making my own seemed a much better option than getting contractors to do it as I
would be looking at making small quantities in small fields compared to the majority of the farms on Bute.. The tractor
hydraulics, gyro rake, mower, baler and wrapper were all new to me and I found it difficult to get used to it quickly enough.

1. wolagri r500 manual

Rolls of wrap are 250mm, smaller than the wrap for standard big bales I did not spend time shopping around for wrap but got a
local farmer to get me some when on mainland, probalby paid too much for it.. Wolagri R500 Manual DownloadWolagri R500
Manual DownloadWolagri R500 Manual Free.

wolagri r500 manual

wolagri r500 manual, wolagri baler manual

The bales have Jute twine wrapped round, not net Totally degradeable It took a bit of learning how to get best usage out of the
baler, with regard to bale density and size.. I am happy to try to answer any questions anyone has If you want to see pictures
pleas go to my Facebook page, you will find it if you google Burnside Dexter Cattle.. All the hay and silage making could not
have happened without Steve from Danelander, who has been a great help throughout, delivered it all himself, and has provided
advice on phone practically 24/7, with spares, filters shear bolts etc all sent quickly.
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It then takes a bit more care to get them stacked without damage, but I can manage to do more in a day that way.. Categories:
New, New Machinery Description Description We have now been involved in selling and supporting thew small round balers
made by Wolagri for more than 20 years.

SPECIFICATIONSWolagri R500 Manual 2017. The baler cost £4500 when Hamilton Bros were quoting £7500 for a similar
machine.. If they do that it is a dead loss for wrapping Wrapper :- Star wrapping machine - On little wheels and handles can be
moved about the field or keep at the storage site and wrap there.. Wolagri R500 You can nonetheless create a geolocation search
alert by deactivating 'Around me' on filters and using manual input (Country, Town/City, Max.. Maximum wrapping is more
expensive but does a better job I suspect if you sure to use it same season with little transporting the losses from double as
opposed to quadruple wrapping are worth taking.. Wrapped bales can just stand outside as long as protected from cattle and
blowing bushes and hedges.. A well made bit of kit which if anything is a bit heavy for the tractor but does a good job when you
get used to it.. If it had been big farm stuff, OK; or small garden equipment, OK; but small farm stuff just a nuisance.. I only
use if I am making haylage or hay - for silage I do not touch the swath before baling.. Mower :- looked at offset mowers but
either drum or cutterbar types were all a bit heavy for the tractor on slopes, so went for a 1.
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